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	Web Programming with Dart is for programmers who want to master the new Dart programming language from Google, and also web developers who want to understand how Dart can integrate perfectly with HTML5 and CSS3.


	With this book you will understand the ins and outs of the language, how the tools work, and how to get the most from the core functions and libraries. Web Programming with Dart is a practical, example-led book, with case studies involving developing UI animations for the web, working with web services such as JSON, server side Dart applications, and the new Polymer.dart library for advanced HTML UI web components generation.

	
		Take a full tour of Dart's core features and its advanced functionality
	
		Learn the tools that come with Dart SDK and the most important libraries. Additionally you will work with the newest Polymer.dart library for web component creation.
	
		Develop your own command-line and server side applications and, of course, web applications with Dart.



	What youÂ’ll learn


	â—� Learn the tools, tricks and tips for developing with Dart


	â—� Master the most important and useful libraries and create your own libraries for your projects


	â—� Create web applications, command-line applications, and server side applications


	â—� Integrate with HTML5 and CSS3 from Dart to get incredible visual effects and great web interfaces


	â—� Use asynchronous programming in your web applications and web services


	â—� The latest trend and what everyone is talking about: Web Components


	Who this book is for


	For developers and designers that are sick and tired of fighting with creating cross-platform web applications.


	For everyone who needs a new, yet familiar web programming language for modern web applications and really big projects.


	For developers who need a typed language for a fast, secure, and easy development and debugging process.
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The Lemonade Stall: How to test and validate ideas - a story and workbook (Creating Products and Services)Scrum and Kanban, 2021

	
		A real-world workbook to taking a more structured approach to building a business that will succeed.

	
		One of the worst crimes in business today is wasting time creating products and services that nobody wants. Fortunately, there is a more structured, scientific, measurable alternative.

	
		Creating what you...
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Expert CAD Management: The Complete GuideSybex, 2007
You probably started out as a practicing architect, an electrical engineer, or an industrial designer and somehow found yourself in a CAD management position. You may be struggling with dual questions: “How did I get here?” and “What do I do now?” These are reasonable questions and not uncommon for those who find themselves...
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Telomeres and Telomerase in Aging, Disease, and Cancer: Molecular Mechanisms of Adult Stem Cell AgeingSpringer, 2007

	Telomere shortening represents one of the basic aspects of ageing and telomere dysfunction could contribute to the accumulation of DNA damage during ageing. This book summarizes evidence and data indicating that telomere dysfunction influences human ageing, diseases and cancer. The book describes our current knowledge on checkpoints that...
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JFK and the Unspeakable: Why He Died and Why It MattersOrbis Books, 2008
BRAND NEW HARDBACKWe can know the essential truth of President John F. Kennedy's assassination. That truth can set us free.

Thanks to the pioneer investigators into President Kennedy's murder, the truth-telling of many witnesses, and a recent flood of documents through the JFK Records Act, the truth is available. Not only can the...
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Linux Operations and AdministrationCourse Technology PTR, 2012

	LINUX OPERATIONS AND ADMINISTRATION introduces readers to Linux operations and system administration through a unified installation, using virtual machines. This text is more effective than those that take a professional approach because it eliminates confusion from working with differing hardware configurations, while allowing users to test...
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Handbook of Software Engineering and Knowledge Engineering: Recent AdvancesWorld Scientific Publishing, 2005

	The Handbook of Software Engineering and Knowledge Engineering is the first comprehensive handbook covering these two important areas that have become interwoven in recent years. Many international experts contribute to this Hand book. Each article is written in a way that a practitioner of software engineering and knowledge engineering can...
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